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How consumer perception of misleading 
content impacts brand favorability



Study Objectives and Design
IAS surveyed U.S. adults regarding their 
perspectives on misinformation and 
brand responsibility. 

In this report, we explore how 
consumers perceive and interact with 
misinformation in digital environments, 
revealing consumers' expectations for 
brands whose ads appear adjacent to 
misleading content.

Field date
July 2022

Participation
n = 1,189 U.S. adults

Statistically significant differences are calculated at 95% confidence interval.



Misinformation is a growing concern among advertisers, 
many of whom worry about the impact it may have on 
consumer perception. In recent IAS research, industry 
experts say one of their leading concerns is the potential 
reputational impact if their ads appear adjacent to 
misleading content.1

Media experts are also concerned about consumer distrust 
in legitimate content1, worried that a mistrust of their ads 
could hurt sales and turn away prospective customers.

With misinformation becoming a bigger issue, most industry 
experts agree that misleading content must be actively 
avoided — and is a critical issue in digital media. 

But how do consumers feel about misinformation?

42%
of media experts are concerned about 
the impact on their company’s 
reputation in the event of an 
adjacency near misinformation

42%
of media experts are concerned about 
consumer distrust in legitimate 
content and advertising in the event 
of an adjacency near misinformation

73%
of media experts agree or 
strongly agree that ad buyers 
and sellers must actively avoid 
misinformation

Media Experts on Misinformation

Source: IAS “How fake news impacts the digital advertising industry” May 2022

https://integralads.com/insider/misinformation-and-media-quality/


73%
of consumers check digital 
media several times a day on 
their smart devices

Social 
media

News Music ShoppingEntertain-
ment

Gaming Sports Finance FitnessHealth &
Wellness

Travel
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Consumers frequently seek out digital media throughout 
the day, with social media, entertainment, and news as 
their preferred content types

Q. How often do you consume digital media of any kind (i.e. social media, podcasts, streaming services, etc.)?
Q. Thinking of the time you spend with digital media, what type(s) of content do you consume the most?



80% of consumers believe 
misinformation is a serious 
issue in digital media 

Q. Thinking of misinformation, indicate your level of agreement with the following statements



Consumers regularly 
encounter misinformation 
while browsing online, 
leaving brands at risk of 
ads appearing near 
misleading content 

71%
of consumers regularly 
encounter misleading 
digital content* 

Q. How often do you feel you encounter misinformation in digital media?
*≥25% of the time



Q. When thinking about ‘misinformation,’ which of the following would you describe as 
fitting under this term?

When thinking of 
misinformation, 
consumers consider 
many different types of 
content under this 
category



Legitimacy of 
the source

Provocative 
headline

Legitimacy of 
the author

Humorous or 
satirical 

language

Legitimacy of 
the supporting 

evidence

75%
73%

55%
52%

19%

Consumers examine source legitimacy and supporting 
evidence as cues for detecting misinformation

Q. What are some cues you use for misinformation?



91% of consumers are 
confident or somewhat 
confident in their ability to 
detect misinformation

Q. How confident are you that you can recognize misinformation content if you come across it online?



73%
of consumers agree or 
strongly agree that they 
would feel unfavorably 
towards brands that have 
been associated with 
misinformation

Consumers have a negative view of brands that advertise 
near misinformation

Q. Thinking of misinformation, indicate your level of agreement with the following statements
I feel more unfavorable towards brands that have been associated with misinformation



62%

16%

All are equally 
responsible

Advertisers Publishers

14%

Agencies

7%

A vast majority of consumers believe advertisers, agencies, 
and publishers are equally responsible for ads appearing 
near misinformation

Q. Who do you believe bears most of the responsibility for a brand appearing next to misinformation?



63%
of consumers say that 
they are likely or very 
likely to remember 
brands that advertise 
next to misinformation

65%
of consumers say that 
they are likely or very 
likely to stop buying from 
a brand that advertises 
next to misinformation

Consumers are likely to take action and remember when a 
brand’s ads appear near misinformation…

Q. How likely are you to…? (likely/very likely)



67% of consumers say that they 
would perceive a brand 
more positively if it actively 
denounced misinformation

…and will perceive a brand more positively if it actively 
denounces misinformation

Q. Thinking of misinformation, indicate your level of agreement with the following statements



51%
of consumers say 
online content 
adjacency influences 
their trust in a brand

69%
of consumers say their 
level of trust influences 
their decision to engage 
with a brand’s products 
and services

A majority of consumers believe that trust in a brand is 
crucial to their purchasing decisions

Q. Thinking of misinformation, indicate your level of agreement with the following statements



1 73%
of consumers check digital 
media several times a day 
on their smart devices

KEY TAKEAWAYS

71%
of consumers regularly 
encounter misleading 
digital content 

Digital media consumption is 
high among consumers, which 
increases the chance of 
encountering misinformation

60%
of consumers say that social 
media is the content type 
they consume the most



2 80%
of consumers believe 
misinformation is a serious 
issue in digital media 

KEY TAKEAWAYS

91%
of consumers are confident 
or somewhat confident in 
their ability to detect 
misinformation

Consumers view misinformation 
as a major problem, and are 
confident in their ability to 
detect misinformation online



3 73%
of consumers agree or 
strongly agree that they 
would feel unfavorably 
towards brands that have 
been associated with 
misinformation

KEY TAKEAWAYS

67%
of consumers say that they 
would perceive a brand 
more positively if it actively 
denounced misinformation

Consumers feel unfavorably 
toward brands whose ads appear 
alongside misinformation, which 
impacts future purchase decisions

65%
of consumers say that they 
are likely or very likely to 
stop buying from a brand 
that advertises next to 
misinformation



GDI Review*
assesses IAS identified domains 

and recommends additional 
misinformation sources

IAS AI
detects potential

sources of misinformation

GET STARTED

Ensuring quality brand protection

How IAS Can Help: 
IAS Misinformation Protection

*GDI shares their list of organically detected domains with IAS for inclusion in our misinformation protection solution.

IAS has partnered with the Global Disinformation Index 
(GDI) to provide advertisers with enhanced 
misinformation protection. With expanded global 
coverage, we are able to identify more sources of 
misinformation, ensuring greater protection for your 
digital campaigns. 

IAS provides coverage across the open web for pre- 
and post-bid media buys and is available via our 
standard Brand Safety Offensive Language & 
Controversial Content category.

https://integralads.com/contact-us/
https://integralads.com/contact-us/

